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This book gathers proceedings from a conference of more than 1000 participants from across the world: the first joint AAGT (Association for the Advancement of Gestalt Therapy) and EAGT (European Association for Gestalt Therapy) conference - with the organizational support of the Italian association, the SIPG (Società Italiana Psicoterapia Gestalt).

The conference theme, “The Aesthetic of Otherness in a Desensitized World,” expressed how the interests of the international Gestalt therapy communities converged in the last few years. This theme brought together three principal concepts from the wide range of developments in Gestalt therapy literature, practice and teaching. They were the “aesthetic values in psychotherapy” our “interest in the “other” and our concern for “changes in society”.

What new ways have Gestalt psychotherapists developed that help clinicians to understand and address the needs of this world where we live?

Authors have contributed different types of articles - workshop narratives, panel or plenary presentations, and didactic papers.

Now, looking over the table of contents of this book, seeing all the countries where the authors live and practice, we are especially happy and proud of our work of editors.

As in the international conference at the crossroads of civilizations, you will “hear” different voices as you read different styles: a wonderful experience in which people transcended professional, personal and theoretical differences - to meet and value the otherness of the other.

The major success of this conference confirmed that Gestalt therapy is a lively and developing approach well-grounded in theory and practice, addressing itself more and more to research.

Dear readers, welcome to what has been called the “Taormina wave”!
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